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Welcome!
one year ago we were looking for event technology to help us better manage our 

own events, while offering a unique and seamless experience for our guests.  We 

read reviews, spoke to software reps, google searched and signed up more trial 

offers than I care to mention.  I’m pretty sure we’re still paying for some of these 

having auto-registered after the trial period ended.   But much like internet dating 

the reality hardly matched the promise. the result left us more confused than 

before we started. If only there were a place for us to go to cut through the clutter 

and focus on  just telling it straight and giving us the right match.

Welcome to eventtech Canada, an easy to read, informative new magazine and 

mobile resource for people who plan events. 

eventtech will feature engaging content by top industry innovators, hot product 

reviews, tech case studies, tools, tips and solutions you can use to streamline your 

planning process and amp up the tech-factor at your events. our online blog prom-

ises an interactive space for conversation, driven by the tech topics that matter to 

today’s planners.  

From AV to app solutions, mapping to mobility, gameification to geo tracking, 

eventtech Canada will offer a refreshing, light and entertaining guide to the fasci-

nating world of event technology.

stacy Wyatt, editor
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event on budget and on time!
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funstUFF

robot  
bartenders

Robot Bartenders?   this may conjure up images of C-3Po’s  

smiling face slinging drinks telling jokes and offering advice to the 

weary. We are not quite there yet but Robotic bartenders can be 

found serving guests as we speak. 

Last year’s huge artisanal mixology trends has taken a step  

forward with the introduction of the first generation robotic bar-

tenders.  now your attendee’s can order custom cocktails from 

their phone with somabar, A Wi-Fi connected robot bartender 

that builds your custom cocktails in about 5 mins.  Guests can have 

fun ordering perfect drinks with the touch of a finger.  think it is 

kitschy? think about where Kureg started 5 years ago?  

the process is simple.  Using tequila, vodka, gin or whisky, the 

appliance mixes and infuses bitters in just seconds to create the 

perfect cocktail every time.  All from your smart phone.  While it 

may seem a bit gimmicky it’s a great way of quench larger crowds 

while giving them something to talk about with guest creating 

their own cocktails.  In the future releases, guests will be able to 

create their very own personal custom cocktail using hints from 

the apps and their own personal tastes for a truly interactive 

drinking experience.
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there are an endless number of metaphors to describe how social 

media permeates all aspects of our lives so I will spare you the burden of 

one more additional esoteric way to describe what we all know to be 

true: social media is here and we use it everywhere, especially at events.

What is written about less is “what are you supposed to do with social 

media to maximize it’s effectiveness at your event”. What should I do? 

When? What tools do I need? What are the pitfalls? 

Personally I hate complicating things! I don’t want a “triple, Venti, Half 

sweet, non-Fat, Caramel Macchiato” from starbucks, and the idea of a 

“social Media strategy” sounds like an overly complicated way to say: 

there are some social media things you need to do before, during and 

after an event. And here they are.

StAgE 1: thE cAlM BEforE thE 
StorM

1. crEAtE A hAShtAg

While we are all familiar with the # symbol, few people realize that it is a 

powerful asset for event related marketing, communication, and driving 

engagement. A unique hashtag can promote awareness about your 

event on social media, increase participation and even boost atten-

dance. keep it relevant, unique, short, and sweet. Be careful of alternate 

meanings: #nowthatcherisdead vs #nowthatcherisdead.

the 3 stAges of  
event social Media:  

Are you missing a critical step?

socialsense

http://boomset.com


2. PUt yoUr #hAShtAg to worK

Your hashtag means nothing if you don’t used it! Promote it everywhere 

including your event website, dedicated emails, social networks, and the 

event’s mobile app. tweetDeck is my favorite free tool for monitoring 

twitter because it is simple to use and easy to lay out. For Instagram, 

check out http://instafall.com/. If you want to track a #hashtag in both 

twitter and Instagram, try www.hashtracking.com. of course if you are 

willing to invest and want to track everything on social the great Canadian 

company Hootsuite is the market leader.

3. gEt StArtEd EArly

the earlier you promote the event and the unique hashtag you selected, 

the better positioned you are to meet your social goals. Remember, like 

any good conversation it takes time for the word to spread so get people 

talking about your event on social media AsAP and remember to give 

them multiple reasons to discus the event.

4. gEt yoUr SPoNSorS INvolvEd

As part of your sponsor relationship management be sure to brief your 

sponsors on the events social assets and invite them to follow (Facebook 

pages, LinkedIn groups, Pinterest Boards etc). Give your sponsors the 

#hashtag and encourage them to use it in via their own social networks or 

even on their signage at the event. 

StAgE 2: Show tIME!

1. EMPowEr thE tEAM

As part of your final pre game pep talk make sure everyone knows the 

social assets related to the event as well as the event #hashtag. the event 

team should be able to answer attendee questions about social media 

and get them contributing as much as possible. 

encourage the team to capture as much content as possible. even if they 

aren’t responsible for posting to social media your team can capture 

some of the best moments at your event that can be approved and shared 

later. tech tip: Make sure you team have downloaded the social apps 

important to your event (e.g. twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Vine, 

Pinterest, LinkedIn, snapchat etc).

2. foStEr ENgAgEMENt

there are a number of ways to drive audience engagement during your 

event and one of the most obvious is by broadcasting the social media 

related to your event live. eventpeeks specializes in providing social 

broadcast for events, but there are a number of services out there and 

using any of them will increase audience engagement. 

3. EvENt SUPPort vIA SocIAl

earlier I mentioned a number of tools like tweetDeck and Hootsuite that 

let you track and manage social media. Be sure to have someone keeping 

an eye on those tools during your event. often positive or negative 

aspects of your event will be shared on social media before you know 

about them. 

StAgE 3: MEMorIES for thE MorNINg 
AftEr

1.ShowcASE yoUr coNtENt 

If all is going according to plan you should have tons of photos and hours 

of videos from your event that can now be shared on social media. 

Creating a Youtube channel to show video, posting photos to twitter, 

Instagram, Pinterest or tumblr allows your event to live on long after 

teardown. 

 2. SolIcIt fEEdBAcK

encourage your audience to provide feedback (good and bad) on your 

Facebook page or via twitter. Don’t be afraid of negative comments on 

social. People on social realize that there will always be social trolls with 

nothing nice to say so negative press on social is often taken with a grain 

of salt

3. UNdErStANd yoUr AUdIENcE

events provide the perfect opportunity to analyze your social media audi-

ence and identify influencers. Your event is often the calling card for your 

brand and the one time where most of the people you care about will be 

talking about you. By using a tool like socialpeeks, sprout social or 

Brandwatch you will receive reporting that helps you more deeply under-

stand your audience. 

4. ProvIdE A SocIAl MEdIA rEPort to yoUr SPoNSorS

All too often our sponsors are overlooked, until we need them to contrib-

ute to next year’s event. sponsorships are increasingly difficult to find so 

be sure to help your sponsors see the return on their investment by pro-

viding social media reporting along with a thank you note several weeks 

after the event. 

that’s it, the before, during and after of event social media. While there is 

a lot of information in this list the most important keys are: 

• An event’s social media management doesn’t have to be compli-

cated but you do need to plan early and take action.

• Involving your event team, and more importantly, your sponsors in 

social media marketing can help your event immensely on a number 

of levels (social media results and sponsorship revenues).

eventpeeks offers technologies 

that drive social media engagement 

and sponsorship revenues at live 

events. www.eventpeeks.com

 

Good luck with your event  
and I wish you nothing but  
Likes and Retweets. 

john r. Beresford 
Ceo: eventpeeks | socialpeeks
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image&style 1
event Planners 
will

WeARABLe 
teCHnoLoGY

LOVe

Wearable Translator by iLi

Wireless charging Bag  
by Knomo

A planner cannot function without their mobile 
devices and no one wants to be stuck when that bat-

tery hits 5% with no outlet in sight. thanks to 
London-based luggage designer Knomo, you can 
now charge on the go with their Drop & Go bags 

that feature a pocket with built-in wireless charging

www.knomobags.com

Helix cuffs by Ashley Chloe

Fashion and technology blend with real world applications 
in this smart and sophisticated cuff, perfect for on the go 
event planner. Helix Cuffs by Ashley Chloe breaks new 
ground by hiding its core function and offering a truly 
mobile solution in a fashionable wrist cuff. no more  
wires means both hands are free.
www.ashleychloe.com 

ring Zero by Logbar 

Control smartphones, home appliances, 
and more simply by gesturing. Play music, 
send tweets, take photos, turn tV, lights, 
A/C, and other home appliances on/off and 
even play games. simply pair the Ring with 
your smartphone and start gesturing! Your 
phone can be up to 15m away.Battery life 
is 12 hours in active mode or 3 days on 
power saving mode. 
www. logbar.jp

From ordering food, to getting directions 
to buying tickets for a train, not being 
able to speak the local language can be a 
problem.  travelling and communicating 
just got easier with this mini translation 
gadget. tokyo-based Logbar launched its 
iLi wearable translator that records 
words in one language and then audibly 
translates them into another. this small 
and light device, which can fit easily on a 
lanyard, translates in real time with no 
Bluetooth or WiFi necessary. 
www.iamili.com 

2
3

4
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Imagine a gala, where your guests sit down at a pure white table, in a 

pure white room with no décor. You can see the looks on their faces, 

the whispers and the confusion, as the event theme was marketed as 

“willy Wonka’s chocolate affair”.  Give it a minute; they are in for a 

treat… pardon the pun. 

on the main screens Willy himself appears from no where and in his 

whimsical magical tone opens the show with “welcome to my humble 

little experiment”; the warm sensual scent of chocolate wafts through 

the air; they reach out and touch the images on the table and they 

move with their touch. the walls come to life, the floors become “live” 

and it all happily transports them Mr. Wonka’s famous tasting Lab. 

Waiters arrive en masses and place a cocoa infused amuse bouche on 

the tables and the evening experience begins. 

Few realize how long things like immersion technology or projection 

mapping have been around. It was being used in the 60s at Disneyland 

as a way of enhancing the visual experience of the parks rides.  the 

actual experiences stagnated for a while until several years ago when 

the technology really started to re ignite and catch up with the 

imagination thanks to today’s crop of millennial producers. since then 

we’ve seen an explosion in both the size and scope of the technology 

the Future
of Projection technology

trendingteCH
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SEE It IN ActIoN

and its uses. For example  projection mapping is used for everything from 

support for interactive sales presentations to a city mapping entire blocks 

where dark streets become interactive landscapes welcoming the public 

while offering a safe well-lit environment; the uses are limitless. 

For the world of special events, the possibilities of projection mapping are 

inspiring to imagine. this technology can turn almost any surface into a 

dynamic video display and can blend projected images so they fit perfectly on 

irregularly-shaped objects. these projections then become independent, 

moving and expressing characters through their designated language: that of 

space, light, form, and sound.*

specialty event spaces are now being designed based on the brand; using 

custom domes, inflatables, hologram and virtual reality zones to maximize 

the experience and offer total brand immersion. Five years from now or less 

we will have the complete use of fabrics that work together with specialty 

projectors to create environments that change when you touch them, walk 

on them or pass by. these exist today but technology is just breaking out.  

the technology is not just limited to event spaces. Wearable projection  

technology is on the cusp of completely changing the way we dress. one will 

be able to create intensely personal looks for themselves, their event staff,  

waiters… the possibilities again are endless. Imagine wait staff at a theme 

event that change costumes for each course or experiential marketing teams 

that literally become the brand from head to toe. things like digital jewellery 

and digital tattoos without the pain and permanence of ink are now a 

possibility.  this new technology will be interactive, expressive and flexible.  

the ability to change your look with the touch of your smart phone. Gives a 

whole new meaning to “office to evening wear”.

some other key and creative uses on the horizon include projectors that will 

move to follow the action on stage or in the venue and lasers that target and 

track multiple points to create an experience free from the constraints of 

fixed choreography. Another key player in the industry, omote, effectively 

downscales the technologies behind building-sized projection mapping to the 

human face. 

o1ne Yas island nightclub in Abu Dhabi

this is technology that really needs to be seen to be 

appreciated. Here is a sampling of videos to illustrate 

some of the ways this technology is being used.

Projection Mapping on a person: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wBxf-nIbbI

A miniature chef cooks your dinner - tabletop mapping: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBJeP4lsRFY

Want dessert? Watch it here: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXyX-ovZlUg

A giant skull created for the Burning Man event 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRCmq5g_coe

1 minute Projection Mapping / International mapping 
competition in MEDI-ARTz 2014  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLYRG1LrUH0

Tokyo Skytree Town Projection Mapping for  
Christmas 2015  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeCfZsyGCWY

yoUr dINNEr 
tABlE - All 

MAPPEd oUt

*content reference: Mike Pino, Future Mapper 
Check out our premier full issue in June 2016 for more in 
depth discussions on the future of event tech.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wBxf-NIbbI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBJEP4lsRFY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRCmq5g_cOE
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELYRG1LrUH0
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeCfZSyGCWY


Smart thinking. 
Smart solutions.

Ticking all the boxes.

Top-drawer audiovisual? Check.  Full-service facilities in every major Canadian  
city? Check. Cutting-edge event technologies? Check. By bringing together  
Frischkorn Audiovisual, MEDIACO and Sound Systems Plus, FMAV helps event 
and meeting planners produce live events that create a connection.

To learn more, visit fmav.ca

http://fmav.ca

